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Sometime in December 2007, the Provincial Government of Iloilo

ordered and paid for a laptop computer described in the Purchase Request as
an Acer Aspire 5920G-302G16N costing P99,000.00, but accepted an Acer
TravelMate 6292-101G16MI, which had different specifications and costing
only P59,900.00 upon price verification. The Acceptance and Inspection
Report ("AIR") showed that it was inspected and/or accepted by the Iloilo
Provincial Government's employees, including Provincial Administrator
Manuel P. Mejorada ("accused Mejorada"), General Services Office Head
Ramie Silla Salcedo("accused Salcedo"),Provincial Health Officer II Patricia
Grace S. Trabado ("accused Trabado"), Administrative Officer III Edgar
Paghari-on Piansay, Sr. ("accused Piansay") and Administrative Officer III
Danny Deocampo Baldemor("accused Baldemor").
A COA Audit in October 2008 revealed that the laptop was delivered

by The Seven Seven Trading,which was not engaged in the business ofselling
laptop computers. The BAG, which accused Mejorada and Salcedo were a
part of, declared said business outfit as the sole bidder during the procurement
process.
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Thus, oh 2 December 2008, the Commission on Audit(COA)issued
Notice of Disallowance No. 2008-003-300 (08) disallowing the province's
purchase of the said laptop computer. The COA's findings resulted in a
complaint being filed with the Ombudsman.
After preliminary investigation, the Office ofthe Ombudsman issued a

Resolution dated 23 January 2017^ finding probable cause to indict the
accused for violation of Section 3(e) of Republic Act No. 3019 ("R.A. No.
3019").

Hence,an Information^ was filed with the Sandiganbayan on 14 August
2017, charging accused Mejorada, Salcedo, Trabado, Piansay and Baldemor
with violation of Section 3(e)ofRepublic Act No. 3019.
The case was raffled to the Seventh Division of the Sandiganbayan,

which issued a Hold Departure Order against accused on 25 August 2017.^
After reviewing the documents and evidence on record and receiving
confirmation that no motion for reconsideration was filed by the accused from
the Ombudsman's Resolution,the court found the existence ofprobable cause
and ordered the issuance of warrants for the arrest of the accused on 15

September 2017."^
On 28 September 2017, the court received from accused Trabado's
coimsel an "Entry of Appearance with Manifestation of the Existence of the
Petition for Review on Certiorari before the Honorable Supreme Court" with

a copy ofthe petition attached thereto,^ which the court noted.^
On 3 October 2017,the prosecution moved to amend the Information,^
with the following underlined amendments:

AMENDED INFORMATION

THE UNDERSIGNED Assistant Special Prosecutor ofthe Office of
the Ombudsman accuses MANUEL PICHAY MEJORADA, RAMIE
SILLA SALCEDO,PATRICIA GRACE SIONOSA TRABADO,DANNY
DEOCAMPO BALDEMOR,and EDGAR PAGHARI-ON,Sr., SR., all of

the lloilo Provincial Government,for Violation ofSection 3(e)ofRepublic

Act(RA) No. 3019 (Anti-Graft and Corrupt Practices Act), as amended,
committed as follows:

'Record, Vol. I, pp. 6-15.
2 Id. at 1-3.
2 Id. at 85-86.
Md.at98.
Md.at 107-131.
«Id.at.l32.
2 Id. at 134-141.
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That on December 19, 2007, or sometime prior or
subsequent thereto, in the City of Iloilo, Philippines, and
within the jurisdiction of this Honorable Court, accused
Provincial Administrator and Bids and Awards Committee

(BAC) Member MANUEL PICHAYMEJORADA (Salary
Grade 27), General Services Office Head and BAC
Chairperson RAMIE SILLA SALCEDO (Salary Grade
26), Provincial Health Officer PATRICIA GRACE S,

TRABADO (Salary Grade 26), Administrative Officer III,
General Services

Office/ Inspection

Officer DANNY

DEOCAMPO BALDEMOR (Salary Grade 14) and
Administrative Officer III Inspection Officer EDGAR
PAGHARI-ON PIANSAY, SR. (Salary Grade 18), all
public officers of the Iloilo Provincial Government, Iloilo
Provincial Capitol, Iloilo City, in the performance oftheir
official functions as such and committing the offense in
relation to office, with manifest partiality, evident badfaith
or gross inexcusable negligence, and conspiring and
confederating with each other, did then and there, willfully,
criminally give unwarranted benefits, preference and undue
advantage to Seven Seven Trading when they considered it
as a lone bidder in the purchase of a specified laptop
computer unit Acer Aspire 5920G-3-2G16N in the amount

ofP99,000.00 but inspected and accepted one (I) unit of
ACER Travelmate 6292-101G16MI, with specifications
differentfrom those indicated in the purchase request and
costing only P59,900.00, in violation of RA 9184
(GovernmentProcurement Reform Act)to the detriment and
prejudice of the Iloilo Provincial Government and of the
public service.

Noting that there was no arraignment conducted yet and that the
amendment sought was only a matter of form, the court granted the
prosecution's motion in open court and admitted the Amended Information,
in accordance with Section 14, Rule 110 ofthe Rules of Court.®
In due course,the accused posted their respective surety bonds to secure
their temporary liberty and were then directed to file their Pre-Trial Briefs.
The parties' Pre-Trial Briefs were received by the court as follows: accused

Trabado's^ on 12 January 2018, the prosecution's'^ on 17 January 2018,
accused Salcedo's" on 19 January 2018,accused Baldemor's'^ on 19 January
2018, accused Piansay'^ on 25 January 2018.
On 19 January 2018, accused Mejorada, Salcedo, Trabado and
Baldemor, duly assisted by their respective counsels, pleaded not guilty to the
® Record, Vol. I, p. 146.
'Id. at367-369.

''Record, Vol. II,pp. 10-15.
"Id. at 16-18.
'2 Id. at 19-20.

"Id. at 37-39.
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charge against them. Accused Piansay arraignment was deferred due to his
physical inability to appear before the court. On 12 March 2018, accused

Piansay, Sr. pleaded not guilty to the charge against him.^^

Accused Mejorada moved to quash the Information against him,^^
which the Court denied in its Resolution dated 5 March 2018.^^

After preliminary conferences and pre-trial were held and terminated,

the parties submitted their Joint Stipulation of Facts and Issue^^ on 18
September 2018. Proceeding from this, the court issued its Pre-Trial Order.^^
After the prosecution presented its witnesses, it rested its case and filed

its Formal Offer ofEvidence^® dated 25 April 2014. Over the objection ofthe
accused,the Court,in an Order dated 21 January 2019,admitted the following
documentary evidence for the prosecution: Exhibits "B"to "M,""O"to "X,"
"Y"to "Y-8,""Z,""AA"to "MM."2i
Thereafter, accused Piansay, Sr., and Baldemor filed a Motion for

Leave to File Demurrer to Evidence dated 28 January 2019.^^ Similar motions
were filed by accused Trabado^^ and by Salcedo.^^ In its Resolution dated 8
March 2019,^^ the Court denied the Motions for Leave to File Demurrer to
Evidence.

The accused then presented their witnesses. Accused Mejorada filed his

Formal Offer of Exhibits dated 4 September 2019.^^ In its Resolution dated
25 September 2019,^^ the Court admitted Exhibits"3,""4,""6-Mejorada,""7Mejorada,""13,""14,""22" and "40."

At the hearing on 4 March 2020, the following documentary exhibits
were orally offered by the accused and admitted in evidence by the court:
a. For accused Salcedo - Exhibits "7-Salcedo" and "8-Salcedo"

b. For accused Trabado-Exhibits"1-Trabado,""2-Trabado,""3Trabado" and Exhibit"12"

c. For accused Piansay -Exhibit "2-Piansay"
'^Record, Vol. II, p.28.
Id. at 92.
Id. at 63-69.
Id. at 79-82.

'8 Id. at 305-323.
"Id. at 324-341.
2® Id. at 461-473.

Record, Vol. Ill, pp. 39-42.

22 Id. at 56-60.
23 Id. at 62-64.

24 Id. at 75-81.
23 Id. at 103-111.
23 Id. at 143-147.
22 Id. at 153-154.
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d. For accused Baldemor - Exhibit "1-Baldemor" and "2Baldemor"

With the accused resting their respective cases, the court directed the
parties to file their Memoranda and set die promulgation of the Decision on
10 July 2020. In view of the Covid-19 pandemic, the parties were given
additional time to file their memoranda, at the end of which,the case shall be
deemed submitted for decision.

Witnessesfor the Prosecution

The prosecution presented the following witnesses:
hRacelA. Cabantud

In her Judicial Affidavit,^^ Racel A. Cabantud ("Cabantud"), State
Auditor III and presently the OIC-Audit Team Leader for the Province of
Iloilo for three years, identified documents regarding the case which were
submitted to the Office ofthe Ombudsman.

When presented in court, Cabantud identified her Judicial Affidavit and
her signature therein and, confirmed and affirmed the authenticity and
correctness thereof. The court admitted her Judicial Affidavit in Heu of her
direct examination.^^

During her cross-examination, Cabantud admitted that she had no

personal knowledge about the local government's purchase of the subject
laptop in 2007. The documents attached to her Judicial Affidavit refer to those
necessary for the procurement process. She is the custodian ofthe documents,

which were turned over to her by the previous auditor.^®
During cross examination, she confirmed that based on the Purchase

Request,the laptop computer was requested by Rosarie T. San Luis.^^
2. Haydee P,Pasuelo

In her Judicial Affidavit,^^ Haydee P.Pasuelo ("Pasuelo"), Audit Team
Leader ofProvince ofIloilo from 16 May 2008 to 7 January 2010,now retired,
identified documents attached thereto marked as Exhibits "C," "M,""O" to

"X" and "LL." She conducted the audit ofthe subject laptop procurement in
28 Record, Vol. II, pp. 122-205.
29 TSN,31 July 2018, pp. 15-18.
20 Id. at 19-20.
2'Id. at 26.
22 Record, Vol. II, pp. 206-251.
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October 2008 with team member Franco Janagap. They reviewed and
examined vouchers and other supporting documents submitted by the Iloilo
Province regarding the procurement of the subject laptop. They also
conducted a phone inquiry, as well as visited The Seven Seven Trading and
canvassed the price of Acer Aspire 5920G-302G16N.

Based on their phone interview with The Seven Seven Trading, the
latter does not sell computer units, but only office supplies such as computer
ink. They validated this when they visited the store on 21 October 2008.

Pasuelo prepared an Audit Observation Memorandum (AOM) with
Reference No. 2008-018 dated 4 November 2008. The local government
replied to the AOM,explaining that the unit indicated in the Purchase Request
(PR) was already phased out. Pasuelo disagreed with this reasoning, and
opined that the BAG could have just conducted a re-bidding after being
informed of the unavailability of the unit. Eventually a Notice of
Disallowance dated 2 December 2008 was issued. Thereafter, COA issued a
Notice ofFinality ofDecision(NFD)dated 3 December 2009.

When presented in court, Pasuelo identified her Judicial Affidavit and
her signature therein, and affirmed the authenticity and due execution thereof.

This was admitted by the court in lieu of her direct examination.^^
The purchase happened in December 2007 while her team audited the
transaction in October 2008. There is a time gap because vouchers are
submitted to COA months after the purchaser because all the vouchers
pertaining to a certain month are collated before submission to COA.

She wrote a letter to Electroworld, one of the major computer stores
situated in a popular mall in Iloilo City, which the team considered as the
laptop's source. She used her name, position and designation and
Electroworld replied that the unit costs only P59,900. She did not ask
Electroworld if the unit delivered to the provincial capitol had higher
specifications than the unit requested because her team based the request on
the Purchase Order("PO"). She wrote Electroworld primarily as confirmation
that the item delivered and that specified in the PC are different, but she also
asked for the price of the laptop and learned of the overprice amounting to

P39,100.3^
In the AOM she issued after audit (Exhibit "J"), Pasuelo indicated
irregular expenditure due to violation of the government policy to acquire
items only from respectable manufacturers. The Seven Seven Trading carries

"TSN,2 August 2018, pp. 9-12.

^^

Id. at 63-70.
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only office supplies. Meanwhile, there are known reputable computer stores

in the city.^^

^

The respondents had five days to comment on the AOM before COA

issues a Notice of Disallowance ("ND").^^ When the COA issues an ND, it
requires the agency either to refund or to conduct a re-bidding or any means

to correct the irregularity.^^
In the instant case, Pasuelo confirmed that Rosalie San Luis was also

named in the ND (Exhibit "K") as one of the persons liable for the laptop
procurement. Pasuelo was aware that San Luis was not included in the
Information and that among the names of BAG members listed in the ND,
only accused Mejorada and Salcedo were charged in the instant complaint.
Pasuelo noted that The Seven Seven Trading's justification was raised
only in May 2009 after COA already issued a Notice of Disallowance. Then
the settlement happened in 2011, almost three years after the finality of the
Notice of Disallowance, which was received by the persons liable on 3
December 2009. The ND became final six months after its issuance. Hence,
COA issued a Finality ofthe Notice of Disallowance.

The persons liable have to act after COA issues the ND and need not
wait for its finality. This finality of the ND is part of COA's due process. It
would be a long process if persons liable wait for the notice offinality to be
issued. If the person listed settles, the COA issues a Notice of Settlement or
an Audit Rejoinder informing them that they have accepted the explanation
so that the amount will no longer be included in their list of suspension or
disallowance. Thus, after the settlement of the notice of disallowance, the

matter is already settled insofar as COA is concemed.^^
It was Pasuelo's successor who issued the Notice of Settlement of

Disallowance as apparently, the supplier returned the laptop and its purchase
price. Pasuelo surmises that perhaps, the supplier learned that the case was
brought to the Office ofthe Ombudsman. She is not sure whether the subject
computer is still in the possession ofthe provincial government ofIloilo. She
only learned of these matters in 2013, when the letter of the Ombudsman
requiring an affidavit ofthe auditor was endorsed to her, considering that she

previously prepared the ND."^®

35 TSN,2 August 2018, pp. 79-81.
3Md.at45.

3'Id. at 18-19.
38 Id. at 28-30.

3nd. at 50-56.
Id. at 18-24.
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Assuming that the amount was already refunded and COA considered
the matter settled, COA would still not have taken any action had it knovm of

the case pending for preliminary investigation before the Ombudsman"^^
Pasuelo concluded that the laptop requested has a higher specification
than that which was delivered. She identified the COA Inspection report result
(Exhibit "T"), which indicated the following differences in the requested and
the delivered laptops:
Aspect

Requested

Delivered

RAM

2048MB DDR2

1526MB

Crystal Brite

15.4 in

12.1

On cross examination, Pasuelo confirmed that it was not her who

evaluated the laptop, but a person jfrom COA's Technical Service Office, who

is highly qualified to conduct the inspection."^^

3. Franco H. Janagap

Franco H.Janagap("Janagap")was a former audit team member ofthe
audit team headed by Haydee Pasuelo, assigned to Province ofIloilo from 16
May 2008 to 7 January 2010, and is currently a State Auditor III assigned at
Office ofRegional Director COA,Regional Office No. VI.

In his Judicial Affidavit,"^^ he explained that at the time material to the
case, he assisted the team leader in the conduct of audit by examining
documents and conducting validations by calling The Seven Seven Trading to
inquire ifit carried computer units in its store. He found out that it only carried
computer supplies and inks.
On 18 May 2009, Janagap accompanied Pasuelo in visiting The Seven
Seven Trading for fiarther validation and found that the latter does not have

computer units on display and mainly sold computer parts, accessories and
general merchandise such as dry goods, school supplies and grocery items.
Janagap took photos of the premises and the items displayed therein. He
identified the photos he took, which were marked Exhibits "Y" to "Y-8."
When presented in court, Janagap identified his Judicial Affidavit and
his signature therein, affirming the truth thereof. His judicial affidavit was

admitted by the Court as his direct testimony.'^'^

TSN,2 August 2018, p. 55.
^2 Id. at 72-74.

Record, Vol. U, pp. 288-295.

44 TSN,4 September 2018, pp. 8-9.
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On cross examination, Janagap confirmed that they conducted post audit

ofthe subject transaction in October 2008,"^^ in the same manner they audit all
transactions."^^

Janagap could no longer recall who, from The Seven Seven Trading,
answered his query over the phone, but it was probably the store clerk.
Jaganap went to the said store to take photos after about a year from the time
the laptop was procured in 2007.It was his team leader who talked with some

employees when they visited the store."^^
His conclusion that the store did not sell computers was not only based
on a single instance that he went there and did not see any computer. Janagap
disclosed that he is a native of Iloilo and he has known The Seven Seven

Trading since he was young. He knew it to offer general merchandise at an
affordable price. Aside from visiting The Seven Seven Trading's store in May
2009, there were also times when he passes by it while traveling and he had
not seen a computer being sold therein. Hence, when he saw that the computer
was purchased from The Seven Seven Trading, he already entertained doubts

about whether it is capable ofsupplying a computer to the municipality."*^
They found irregularities in the subject transaction. For one, the
specification in the PO and in the Inspection Report of COA's technical

specialist do not match"*^
They also noted that The Seven Seven Trading is not really a computer
store, but a general merchandise store. This is reflected in the documents that
The Seven Seven Trading submitted before bidding, which BAC processed.
Janagap only saw The Seven Seven Trading's DTI registration and it was his
team leader who went over its Business Permit. He agreed that The Seven

Seven Trading may sell computers if it cared to.^®
Janagap knew Electroworld and its location at SM City Iloilo. The big
computer stores are located in the malls like SM City Iloilo and they carry all
kinds ofcomputers,computer parts and accessories. No computer shop ofthe
same class like Computerworld is located along J.M. Basa St. or along the old
Iloilo commercial district or Calle Real.

Janagap personally went to these computer stores with his team leader
and co-members and inquired like regular customers because the stores would

TSN,4 September 2018, p. 15
"Mdatn
Id. at 10-12.
Id. at 20-24.
Id. at IS.

50 Id. at 18-23.
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not give a written price quotation if one is not conducting bidding. Anyway,
they saw the price stickers on the units intended to be sold.

The COA audit team did not require The Seven Seven Trading's owner
to issue a certification to the effect that all it sells are computer parts and not
computer units themselves. It is the BAC who is obligated to require The

Seven Seven Trading to issue such certification.^^
4. Jose Maria Danilo C Lujan
9

In his Judicial Affidavit, Jose Maria Danilo C. Lujan ("Lujan")
introduced himself as the current Senior Technical Audit Specialist of
Technical Services Office of COA Regional Office VI Iloilo, since 16 May
2000. He recalled that on 10 November 2008, he conducted an inspection on
the delivery of one laptop purchased by the Province of Iloilo. He identified
PO No. B-1273 (Exhibit "I") and the Inspection Report for Supplies and
Materials dated 11 November 2008(Exhibit "T", with his signature).
He elucidated that he conducted his inspection by first requesting from
the Provincial Government an authorized representative to assist in the
conduct ofthe inspection. The Provincial Government sent Danny Baldemor
to assist him. Together, they went to the Provincial Health Office where he
was shown the computer delivered. He asked one of the personnel to show
him the specifications of the computer and immediately observed its brand
and model. Lujan noted that the unit being inspected was different from that
stated in the PO and then noted the other specifications. The inspection
yielded that the delivered laptop computer was an Acer TravelMate 6292302G16N with serial no. LXTG 60X0187400BB4. In contrast, what was

specified in the PO was an Acer Aspire 5920G-302G1N.

Lujan also identified the resulting report he executed (Inspection
Report for Supplies and Materials), marked as Exhibit"T," which states:
Acer Aspire 5920G-302G16N

Acer TravelMate 6292-101G16

Intel Core 2 Duo Processor 17300

Intel Code Duo Processor 17100 @ 1.80 GHZ

2048MB DDR2 RAM

1526MB DDR2 RAM

160 GB Hard Disk

160GN Hard Disk

15.4" CrystalBrite WXGA

12.1" CrystalBrite WXGA

5 in 1 Card Reader

5 in 1 Card Reader

DVD Writer

DVD Writer

Built-in Web Cam

Built-in Web Cam

Windows Vista Home Premium

Windows Vista Home Premium

With Carrying Bag

With Carrying Bag

TSN,4 September 2018, pp. 25-33.
52 Id. at 34.

52 Record, Vol. II, pp. 380-388.
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When presented in court, Lujan identified his Judicial Affidavit and his
signature therein and affirmed the truthfulness ofthe contents thereof. Lujan's
Judicial Affidavit was thereafter admitted by the court in lieu of his direct
examination.^"^

On cross examination, Lujan disclosed that he is a civil engineer who
is familiar with computers. He conducted inspection ofthe laptop purchased
by the Province ofIloilo on 10 November 2008 as part of a regular audit and
per assignment ofhis Service Chief,Engr.Inocencio Cabahug,in response to
the request to inspect the delivery. Engr. Cabahug is not part of Pasuelo's

team, and belongs to a different sector.^^
Lujan conducted his inspection and made a report thereon, which he

submitted to his superior on 11 November 2008. He gathered the Purchase
Order, Certificate ofInspection and Acceptance and the Charge Invoice. He
also personally accessed the unit and asked the help of the personnel at the
office, whose name he could not recall.

He knows how to ascertain the properties/specifications of the laptop.
The procedure made was as follows: First,the PHO personnel switched on the
computer and Lujan recorded the brand name and model and the windows
operating system, which appears on the screen when the computer is switched
on. Then the personnel showed him the processor,the RAM and the hard disk
while it was booting up. Thereafter, the personnel showed him the built-in
camera above the screen and then the card reader, which he noted. Lujan did
not take pictures.
He could do the process by himself but wanted the personnel to be part
of the inspection. There is no need to download an application or install a

software application in any laptop to determine its properties/features.^^
Lujan found that the laptop delivered was a TravelMate, instead of an
Aspire. He compared the specifications in the PO to the one delivered in his
Inspection Report and concluded that the item delivered did not conform to

the PO because the specifications were different.^^
Lujan confirmed that the name of accused Mejorada, as well as that of

accused Trabado, does not appear in the PO.^®

TSN,5 November 2018(AM),pp. 10-12.

,

55 Id. at 12-14.

5Md.atl6.

5Md. at 20-21.
5« Id. at 22.
59 Id. at 23-26.
Id. at 28-32.
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Lujan did not check which of the two models is superior, as his

inspection was meant only to verify conformity to the PO's specifications.^^
Danny Baldemor brought Lujan to the PHO and identified the
computer. Though it is possible that there were other computers in the office,
Baldemor was the authorized representative ofthe Provincial Government of
Iloilo. Meanwhile, it was the PHO personnel whom they (witness and

Baldemor)saw using the computer who assisted Lujan.^^
5.Alma P. Ravena

Alma P. Ravena ("Ravena") is presently the Provincial Government
Assistant Department Head of the Human Resource Management and
Development Office ofthe Province ofIloilo since 2004.

In her Judicial Affidavit,^^ Ravena identified certified copies of the
permanent appointment papers of Danny D. Baldemor dated 15 December
2005 as Storekeeper III, SG 9 and Edgar P. Piansay dated 16 July 1993 as

Supply Officer II, SG 14. She also identified Executive Order No. 229 dated
30 July 2007 issued by the Office of the Governor, Iloilo City on the
reconstitution ofthe Bids and Awards Committee(dated 30 July 2007,stating
that it is composed ofthe following: Mr. Ramie S. Salcedo(GSO),Mr.Elena
D. Lim (Provincial Budget Office), Mrs. Melba B. Sullivan (Provincial
Treasurer's Office), Atty. Salvador P. Cabaluna III(Provincial Legal Office),
Mr.Manuel P.Mejorada(Administrator's Office),Engr. Gracianito L.Lucero
(Provincial Engineer's Office) and Mr. Levy B. Buenavista (Governor's
Office).
On 6 November 2018, in open court, this court dispensed with the
presentation ofRavena after noting the prosecution's withdrawal ofRavena's
Judicial Affidavit. Instead, the prosecution proposed the stipulation and
defense counsels admitted that Baldemor was an Administrative Assistant III

to the GSO(General Services Office)at the time ofthe inspection in February

2008 and was promoted as Administrative Officer III in November 2008.^"^

Witnessesfor the Defense

Appearing as witnesses for themselves,the accused testified as follows:

TSN,5 November 2018(AM),p. 34.
Id. at 34-37.

Record, Vol. II, pp. 389-400.
"TSN,6November2018.
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1. ManuelP. Mejorada

In his Judicial Affidavit, accused Manuel P. Mejorada("Mejorada"),
businessman and journalist, identified an unsigned copy of his counteraffidavit dated January 2015 (Exhibit "4-Mejorada"). He mentioned therein
the Notice of Disallowance (Exhibit "22-Mejorada"), which disallowed
disbursement of P83,796.42 as payment for the laptop procured from The
Seven Seven Trading ^d served as basis for the present complaint. He claims
that The Seven Seven Trading is a supplier of laptop computers and printers
that has transacted with Provincial Government of Iloilo before the subject
transaction occurred.

Mejorada
also
identified
Notice
of
Settlement
of
Suspension/Disallowance/Charge No. 11-099 dated 14 October 2011 (Exhibit
"14-Mejorada"), his Motion for Reconsideration from the Ombudsman's
Resolution finding probable cause against him dated 2 September 2016
(Exhibit "3-Mejorada"), Abstract of Bids as Calculated (Exhibit "6Mejorada"),Acceptance and Inspection Report[AIR](Exhibit"7-Mejorada")
and OR No. 89749 (Exhibit "40-Mejorada"), which showed that COA
acknowledged the refund made by supplier The Seven Seven Trading in full
satisfaction ofthe liability imposed in the Notice ofDisallowance.
Mejorada was in the ND's list of persons liable in his capacity as BAG
member, but he was not in the ND's list of persons liable for certifying that
the item delivered conforms to the specifications stated in the PO. Hence, he
wondered why only he and Salcedo were charged as BAG members when the
rest ofBAG members were not.

When presented in court, Mejorada identified his Judicial Affidavit and
his signature thereon, and affirmed the contents thereof. Accordingly, his
Judicial Affidavit was considered as his direct examination.^^

On cross examination, Mejorada confirmed that public bidding was
conducted, and there was only one bidder, though they strictly observed the
requirements under RA 9184. Mejorada admitted, though, that he did not
attach any supporting documents to support his claim that BAG posted any

notices or advertisements for the procurement of a computer.^^
Mejorada was bom in Manila, but prior to being Provincial
Administrator in 2008, he had been a resident of Iloilo for around 20 years.
As such, he knew ofother computer shops or stores selling computers in Iloilo

Judicial Affidavits Folder, pp. 1-28.
TSN,2 September 2019, pp. 6-11.

Id. at 12-14.
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City but he does not recall having sent any particular invitations to these shops
to participate in the procurement ofthe computer.
Although he identified his signature in the AIR (Exh. "7-Mejorada"/
Exh."E"), Mejorada could no longer recall ifthere was already a handwritten
note in the section ofthe description when he signed it, because he had stacks
of documents to sign as Provincial Administrator then. He would affix his

signature when he sees that all the signatories have affixed their signatures,

but he looks at the document, as standard practice.^^
On re-direct, Mejorada recalled that the following BAG members were
not impleaded as accused in this case: Melba Sullivan, Elena Lim, Engr.
Gracianito Lucero and Levy Buenavista. Responding to the" court's
clarification, Mejorada bewails that only he and Salcedo were charged among
the BAG members. He felt there was partiality because his only participation
was to note the Acceptance and Inspection Report, and to sign the Abstract of

Bids. Mejorada clarified that he signs the Abstract ofBids when he is present
in the bidding itself. He also signs the Inspection and Acceptance Report as a
matter of procedure, on the presumption that everything is in order.^®
From Mejorada's recollection, since he first joined the provincial
Government of Iloilo in 2001 and he became a BAG member. The Seven
Seven Trading has been a long-standing supplier of computers and office
supplies for the Provincial Government. He knows Jhe Seven Seven Trading
as an establishment and he has been there, as it has a store very near the
Gapitol. He declared Aat it has a display ofcomputers in its store.
He is no longer the Provincial Administrator of Iloilo, as he occupied a
co-terminus position, which term ended on 30 June 2007.

2. Ramie S. Salcedo

In his Judicial Affidavit,^^ accused Ramie S. Salcedo ("Salcedo"), a
Provincial Government Department Head of the Iloilo Provincial
Government, narrated that he was the BAG Ghairperson at the time relevant
to this case. The BAG members then were Graciano L.Lucero,Elena D.Lim,
Melba B. Sullivan, Manuel P. Mejorada and Levy B.Buenavista.

In the procurement of the subject laptop, he followed mechanisms to
insure competitive bidding. BAG issued an Invitation to Bid, which was
<5® TSN,2 September 2019, p. 14.
Id. at 15.

™ Id. at 19-23.

Id. at 20-21.

^2 Id. at 24.
'2 Judicial Affidavits Folder, pp. 29-38.
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posted in the provincial bulletin board (exclusively designated for that
purpose) and in other conspicuous places, and was published in the website
of the GEPS (Government Electronic Procurement System) to encourage
more bidders to participate in the bidding. However, BAG could not force
anyone to participate in the bidding, especially if the goods or items to be
purchased by the provincial government involved only a small amount.

Having a sole bidder in the process of procurement, as what happened
with The Seven Seven Trading, is not necessarily a ground to declare the
entire procurement process a failure, mandating the repeat ofthe procurement
process from the veiy beginning. As long as the lone bidder is qualified and
eligible and submitted a bid, which is responsive to the bidding requirements,
BAG could still make a recommendation to the head of the procuring entity
to award the contract to it.

After evaluating the eligibility ofThe Seven Seven Trading and its bid,
BAG concluded that it was eligible to bid and has met the bidding
requirements, so BAG recommended the award ofthe contract to it.
Originally, Salcedo did not know that the laptop, which was actually
delivered to the end user (Provincial Health Office) was different from what
was described in the PR approved by the BAG. He learned about this only
after several weeks, when it was already tackled as an issue by the media in
Iloilo Gity. His signature in the Acceptance and Inspection Report for PO No.
B-1273 (Exhibit "E" and Exhibit "6-Salcedo") was an acceptance only in
paper. The laptop was already delivered and in the possession of end-user
PHO at the time. He was unable to see it as it did not pass his office(GSO).
The BAG'S function in the procurement process ceased after it made a
recommendation to the Governor for the award ofthe contract to the particular

winning bidder, and the governor signs the PO. Salcedo accepted ^e laptop
in his capacity as Head of the GSO for the purpose of proper recording and
accounting/inventory ofthe properties ofthe province. This is because one of
his job descriptions as head of GSO is to be a property officer or custodian of
the properties of the province. It was coincidental that he was head of GSO
and was also designated as BAG Ghairperson then.
When he learned that the laptop delivered to PHO was different from
the PR, he reported the matter to the Governor, who instructed him to
investigate and, if warranted, to extort specific performance from The Seven
Seven Trading of its obligation to deliver the proper item specified in the
procurement contract. He then called for a meeting of persons actually
responsible for inspection, verification, and acceptance of delivery of the
laptop, namely Piansay, Baldemor, Rosalie T. San Luis (staff of Trabado in
PHO,who represented the latter in the entire stage ofthe procurement process
of the laptop). San Luis admitted to him that the staff of The Seven Seven

?■ f
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Trading told her that the laptop described in the PR was already phased out
and The Seven Seven Trading offered to change it for one which had just been
out ofthe market and more suited to her task in holding lectures and seminars
in different barangays in the province. San Luis entreated Salcedo to just
accept the laptop delivered as it is more convenient to bring to her travel, being
very thin and small but with higher specifications or features compared to the
one agreed under the PO.
Salcedo asked Edgar Piansay, Jr.(son of his co-accused Edgar Piansay
Sr.), as Computer Maintenance Technologist ofthe province, to examine the
features or specifications of the delivered laptop and to compare it to the
specifications of the laptop in the PR dated 11 Nov 2007. According to
Piansay, Jr., what was delivered had superior specifications than that which
was mentioned in the PR,being the latest model,very thin with a small screen
and with a RAM upgraded by The Seven Seven Trading.
Salcedo personally reported his findings to the Governor, who
instructed him to just wait, as the former had already conferred with their
Provincial Legal Officer for possible case against The Seven Seven Trading
for breach of contract or specific performance. He accordingly waited for
fiirther instruction from the Governor until they received from COA the
Notice ofDisallowance dated 2 December 2008.

Salcedo again waited for any instruction from the Governor,because as
far as he knew,the Office ofthe Governor,thru the Provincial Legal Officer,
filed a Motion for Reconsideration from the notice. While waiting, he
personally met with Cristina Te, owner of The Seven Seven Trading,
regarding the case. Cristina Te told him that she is willing to return or refund
the purchase price paid by the province in case she receives a notice offinality
ofthe COA's notice of disallowance.

Thus, upon receipt of the notice of finality, he went back to Te and
accompanied her, together with the Office of the Provincial Treasurer, to
refund the purchase price ofthe laptop. This was evidenced by an OR(Exhibit
"7-Salcedo"). COA also issued a notice of settlement of suspension
/disallowance/charge(Exhibit "8-Salcedo").
The Seven Seven Trading reftinded the laptop price to the Provincial
Government of Iloilo on 14 October 2011, while the complaint by the
Ombudsman was dated 25 April 2014, or almost three years after the refund.
When presented in court, accused Salcedo identified his Judicial
Affidavit and his signature thereon, and confirmed and affirmed the
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truthfulness ofits contents.^"^ This Judicial Affidavit was admitted by the court
in lieu of Salcedo's direct examination.^^

On cross examination, Salcedo confirmed that when the incident

occurred, he had been the BAG Chairperson for around five years and had
spent around two or three years prior thereto as BAG member. He also
confirmed that it was part of his duty to ensure that the procedure provided

under RA 9184 (Procurement Law)is complied with.^^ However, he denied
evaluating bid documents or records submitted by bidders, saying that there
is a BAG Secretariat and Technical Working Group that does that. After
bidding, the documents are processed by the BAG Secretariat/TWG and then
submitted to BAG for approval. BAG members also scrutinize the documents
and Salcedo is the last one to sign them as BAG Chairperson. He also
evaluates the records because he also signs, especially the Abstract of Bids.
He sometimes reviews bid documents. Sometimes he does not review them if

the BAG en banc has already processed it.^^
He approves the winning bidder based on the recommendation of the
members ofthe BAG, which goes by the majority decision. If the decision is

divided, he steps in to break the tie as the BAG Chairperson.'^
Salcedo confirmed that he considered the handwritten note in the

middle ("Acer Travel Mate")'^ of the Bid Tender submitted by The Seven
Seven Trading (Exhibit "6-Salcedo" / Exhibit "AA") during his evaluation.
However, he later clarified that he did not notice the notation under the brand

name, which is different from the specification. He stated that the handwritten

note was the offer ofthe supplier.^®
When he testified, Salcedo did not have proof of the advertisement of

the Invitation to.Bid, as this was assigned to the BAG Secretariat.®^
Salcedo did not receive any communication from The Seven Seven
Trading regarding the different specifications until the issue cropped up on
the news. He then stated it was he who initiated the investigation on what
happened because what he signed for in the Acceptance and Inspection Report

(AIR)was different.®^
Salcedo stated that the Bid Tender (stating that instead of an ACER
Aspire, they are offering ACER Travel Mate) came ahead of the letter
TSN,4 March 2020(Testimonies of Ramie Salcedo and Patricia Grace Trabado), pp. 9-10.
'5 Id. at 13.
Id. at 14.

"Id. at 16.
'8 Id. at 17.

"Id. at 18.

^

80 Id. at 19.

8'Id. at 21.

^

82 Id. at 24.
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certification (that ACER Aspire had been phased out) because it was
submitted at the beginning of the transaction and the date of the bidding is
way ahead of the certification issued by The Seven Seven Trading. He
clarified that there was also a long time that elapsed from the time the AIR
was made and the letters from The Seven Seven Trading (Exhibits "G" and

"H")were received by him.^^
Salcedo explained that he was not present during the delivery of all
items for the Capitol because he has an inspector who does that. He confirmed
that it has always been his practice to accept the item in paper but not to

physically inspect it at the moment it is delivered.®"^
The Purchase Request, which specified the brand Acer Aspire 5920G,
was prepared by the end user, and not by Salcedo's office. While the PR
specified the laptop computer with the brand Acer Aspire at the beginning,

the BAC did not put in in the advertisement for the invitation to bid.^^
Salcedo stated that when he signed the AIR,there was no handwritten
note there (under the word description). He does not know who wrote it and
does not recognize the handwriting. When he signed the AIR, they were
already signed by San Luis, Baldemor and Piansay. He was not sure if

Trabado had already signed it before he signed the same.®^
Salcedo was not able to present proof that Edgar Piansay, Jr. is the
Computer Maintenance Technologist of the Province, but Salcedo claimed
that Piansay, Jr. is acknowledged in his office and he works in the IT
Department. Meanwhile, the prosecution manifested that Salcedo's Judicial
Affidavit received by it does not contain any report of the alleged Computer

Maintenance Technologist.^^
Salcedo stated that post qualification regarding this case was assigned
to the BAC TWG, which conducted the same. He is unaware if the TWG

visited The Seven Seven Trading as part of post qualification.^^
On redirect, Salcedo clarified that in the conduct of his investigation
(which commenced after finding out that the item delivered was different from
that described in the PO), he asked the inspector to go to The Seven Seven
Trading and requested for a Certification on the phaseout ofthe item, and the

latter accordingly issued the Certification.^^

TSN,4 March 2020(Testimonies of Ramie Salcedo and Patricia Grace Trabado),pp.24-25.
8Md.at26.
Id. at 30-32.

8Md. at 35-37.

•

8' Id. at 38-40.

*

Id. at 40-41.

8'Id. at 43-45.
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On re-cross, Salcedo denied knowledge that the certification came from
Electroworld, claiming it was only submitted to him.
When asked if he considers whether the bidder is a distributor of

equipment during the bidding process, Salcedo responded that it is the work
of the BAG secretariat to find the minimum requirements of the supplier to
participate in the bidding. When asked whether the BAG Secretariat's job is
merely for documentation and it is the BAG members who should do the
qualification process, Salcedo responded that BAG Secretariat is in charge of

the publication and documentation requirements ofthe bidding.^'
Salcedo opined that the laptop purchase was a small amount, because the
projects of the Provincial Gapitol, especially infrastructure, run in the
millions.^^

The laptop was delivered to the end user with Salcedo's inspector,
Baldemor, inspecting the unit and signing the AIR first. This is the process
because it is the end user who can identify what she wants, considering that
the PR emanated from the end user. Their practice is joint inspection by the
end user and inspector. Salcedo thinks that this was what happened because
the papers were brought to him for signature after the joint inspection was
conducted. The practice at the LGU is that the items are delivered to the end
user and not to GSO as custodian of property.

He does not have proofof his allegation that he reported to the Governor
when he found out about the difference between the item procured and that
delivered. He merely went to the governor personally. The governor
responded by saying he will refer it to the legal department. The legal
department made a request for audit observation request and was told to wait
for the audit observation^"*

San Luis, who only verbally admitted to Salcedo that The Seven Seven

Trading delivered a different laptop from that ordered, was not charged.^^
Salcedo accompanied Gristina Te to the Office of the Provincial
Treasurer to refund the purchase price to put an end to the issue. When it was
publicized in the radio,Te could not sleep,thinking that the reputation oftheir

establishment, which has been in existence for many years, will be ruined by
it. It was Te's decision, although Salcedo also asked her to do so in order that

all will be cleared. When Salcedo underwent preliminary investigation, he

^ TSN,4 March 2020(Testimonies ofRamie Salcedo and Patricia Grace Trabado), p.47.
"Id. at P48.

'2ld.atP50.

^ .

Id. at 52-56.

^

^ Id. at 57-58.
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filed his counter-affidavit, where he stated that the amount was already

refunded by Te. Still, he was charged.^^
Salcedo made a distinction between being the head of BAC and being
the GSO. He said he accepted the laptop as GSO. He believes that when he
accepted the laptop, he was no longer acting as BAC Chair because the
procurement process has already been completed. When asked if he should
have been BAC Chair when he is head of GSO, Salcedo responded that he
does not have an opinion on the matter, saying it is up to the Governor. He
cited RA 9184 that the BAC should be comprised ofthe Office of the GSO,

Treasurer's Office and Budget Office as members.^^

3.Patricia Grace S, Trabado

In her Judicial Affidavit, Dr. Patricia Grace S. Trabado, Provincial
Health Officer 11 of Provincial Health Office, Iloilo City,.testified that the

laptop was requested by Rosalie T. San Luis,the Provincial Nutrition Program
Coordinator, for the use of the Nutrition Program. She denied having
conspired with her co-accused to commit the charge against them.
She enumerated the following duties and responsibilities she has as
Provincial Health Officer as provided in her Position Description Form
(Exhibit "3-Trabado"):(a) provides direction and supervision on the health
programs of the province,(b) coordinates with the Provincial Governor all
projects, programs and other activities ofthe hospital and field health services,
(c)coordinates with the local government and other agencies regarding health
issues endemic to the province, (d) exercises supervision on all clinical,
technical, administrative/financial functions of the PHO, Field Health and

District Hospitals, acts on all clinical, technical, administrative/financial
matters in the hospitals and field health services, and(e) performs such other
related functions as may be assigned.

As proofthereof,she cited that when she signed the AIR,the provincial
government's inspection team members Baldemor and Piansay have already
signed the same,attesting that the delivered laptop was inspected and verified
to be okay as to quantity and specifications. She signed the AIR only after her
office's representative, San Luis, assured her of the former's personal
inspection and verification on quantity and specifications. As department
head, Trabado relied on the signatures of the said persons as she had no

technical expertise to make the verification. Also, it is not her official duty
and responsibility to inspect every delivery of supplies and equipment. They
have designated employees for that task.
TSN,4 March 2020(Testimonies of Ramie Salcedo and Patricia Grace Trabado), pp. 60-61.
Id. at 62-63.

^ Judicial Affidavits Folder, pp. 39-51.
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She did not see any handwritten specification in the AIR at the time she
affixed her signature therein.
When presented in court, accused Trabado identified her Judicial
Affidavit and her signature thereon and affirmed and confirmed truthfulness
of its contents. Accordingly, the court admitted her Judicial Affidavit in lieu
of her direct examination.^^

On cross examination, Trabado admitted that as head of office, she has
always been part ofthe Inspection Committee.

Trabado stated that when she signed the AIR, she was not sure if
Salcedo had already signed it because her attention was on the inspection side

of things. When San Luis asked Trabado to sign, the former brought the
computer with her,so Trabado saw a unit oflaptop. When she signed the AIR,
it had already been delivered to the end user, San Luis. In some cases, it
happens that the item is delivered to the end user before the AIR is signed, but
not always. For this case, San Luis was really in a hurry to have the computer
because she needs it. Trabado knew that there was ajoint inspection with GSO
Inspector to shorten the waiting time. On February 6, San Luis received the
laptop(which she had not used beforehand)and for the first time brought it to
Trabado for acceptance. As Trabado was not knowledgeable in computers,
she consulted a computer expert, their MIS (Management Information

Systems), prior to signing the AIR.^^^
On redirect, Trabado clarified that inspecting items delivered is not part
of her main function. Her program coordinator, which happened to be the end
user, and her supply officer, are assigned to inspect deliveries. When she
signed the AIR,she saw that it was already signed by the said persons.
On re-cross, Trabado identified her supply officer as Piansay.103
Responding to questions from the court, Trabado recalled that what she
saw was a clean document, a computer output, with no handwritten notation.

She recalled the description of the computer in the AIR as "Laptop, one (1)
piece laptop computer, Acer Aspire and the rest of the specifications." The
first time she heard ofthe handwritten notation was when the issue came out

in the radio and an investigation was conducted. When she heard it, Trabado
called San Luis to ask why she received a unit with different specification in

the AIR. San Luis replied that the item ordered was phased out as per
documents coming firom the supplier and the latter's supplier.
^ TSN,4 March 2020(Testimonies ofRamie Salcedo and Patricia Grace Trabado), pp. 77-79.
Id. at 79.

'0'Id. at 80-86.
Id. at 89-90.

'®Md.at9I.
Id. at 92-93.
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4.Edgar Piansay, Jr,

In his Judicial Affidavit, accused Edgar Piansay, Sr. ("Piansay"),
then the Supply Officer II ofthe Iloilo Provincial Government, described his
duties as follows: prepare Inventory of existing supplies and materials,
perform price canvassing, process in soliciting prices and bids on needed
supplies, and control through a system of single recording of office supplies
and tasks concerned with receipts, storage issue and replenishment of
supplies, as shown by his Position Description Form (Exhibit"2-Piansay").
Piansay denied having conspired with his co-accused in accepting the
laptop with specifications different fi'om that stated in the Purchase Request.
He narrated that in the first week of February 2008, Baldemor of the
GSO came to their office to check the laptop requested by his officemate, San
Luis,then the Provincial Nutrition Coordinator. Upon Baldemor's arrival, San
Luis was already using and examining the laptop. Before Baldemor arrived,
Piansay had already asked San Luis about the laptop and the latter replied that
it was good and would be very useful to her and that it was the very brand she
requested. When Baldemor got the same reply firom San Luis,Baldemor asked
Piansay to sign the AIR dated 19 December 2007. Baldemor, Trabado and
San Luis also signed the AIR. Piansay noted that the AIR did not contain the
handwritten annotation at the time he signed it.

When Piansay was presented in court, the parties stipulated that, if
allowed to testify, Piansay can identify his Judicial Affidavit and confirm the
allegations therein. In view thereof, the court admitted Piansay's Judicial
Affidavit in lieu of his direct examination.

On cross examination, Piansay stated that he has been a supply officer
for maybe 30 years already. He confirmed that being the Administrative
Officer III in the AIR and being the Supply Officer II in his Judicial Affidavit
is the same thing. As Supply Officer ofProvincial Health Office, he is always
included as signatory in the Acceptance and Inspection Report. When he
signed the Acceptance and Inspection Report, the laptop was already
delivered to Ms. San Luis. He confirmed having inspected the laptop. When
asked if he confirmed the specification of the laptop vis-a-vis the Purchase
Request,Piansay claimed he is not computer literate. He merely looked at the
name in the PR and based his inspection thereon. He signed the document
based on the unit.^®^

On redirect, Piansay clarified that he let the end user open the laptop
and he inspected the laptop's name and the serial number. Piansay confirmed
Judicial Affidavits Folder, pp. 53-59.

106 tsN,4 March 2020(Testimonies ofEdgar Piansay, Sr. and Danny Baldemor), p.4.
Id. at 6-7.
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that his Junior(son) is the head/member ofthe M.I.S., but he denied that the
latter was a computer expert. Piansay asked his son about the laptop before he
signed the Acceptance Report and the latter said it was okay - meaning he

tested the unit and said that it is okay.^®^

5.Danny Baldemor
In his Judicial Affidavit,

accused Danny Baldemor ("Baldemor")

stated that he was then Administrative Assistant III of the General Services

Office of the Province of Iloilo at the time of the incident. As such, the
following were his duties and responsibilities as stated in his Position

Description Form (Exhibit "2-Baldemor"):(1) performs storekeeping work,
keeps custody and control of stocks, receives, packs, stores, inspects and
issues office supplies,(2)maintains stocks cards ofall supplies and materials,
receives and updates stock records ofthe incoming and outgoing ofthe same,
(3)performs periodic inventory of existing supplies and materials and makes
the necessary report, and(4)does other miscellaneous office work relative to
storekeeping and performs other functions that the chiefof office may assign
from time to time.

Baldemor denied that he conspired with his co-accused to commit the
crime charged. He stated that during the first week ofFebruary 2008, Salcedo,
as Head ofGSO Iloilo Province, directed him to check the laptop delivered to
the Provincial Health Office for the use of San Luis. Baldemor then prepared
the AIR, reflecting the equipment and specifications of the unit appearing in
the Purchase Order and Purchase Request.
He proceeded to the Provincial Health Office, where he saw San Luis
using the laptop and Piansay, sitting on a desk. Baldemor asked San Luis how
she found the laptop, and the latter replied that the unit was good. Baldemor
then asked San Luis and Piansay to sign the AIR, which they did. Trabado
likewise signed the AIR.

Baldemor then returned to GSO to present the AIR to Salcedo for the
latter's signature. Thereafter, Baldemor brought the AIR to Mejorada, then
Provincial Administrator ofIloilo,for the latter's signature. As Mejorada was
not at his office, Baldemor left the AIR and came back for it later.
Baldemor noted that the AIR did not contain the handwritten notation

appearing below the description of the equipment to be procured when he
prepared it and when the signatories therein affixed their signatures,including
Mejorada.
108 7sN,4 March 2020(Testimonies ofEdgar Piansay, Sr. and Danny Baldemor), pp. 9-10.
Judicial Affidavits Folder, pp. 61-67.
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After all the signatories have affixed their signatures on the AIR,
Baldemor turned over the laptop to the end user,the Provincial Health Office,
specifically San Luis, the requesting party.
Sometime in the second week ofFebruary 2008,Baldemor was ordered
by Salcedo to have the laptop be examined by the Information
Communication Management Technology Department, and he complied.

The examination revealed that the laptop delivered and accepted had a
higher specification than that ordered. Meanwhile, San Luis admitted that the
specification ofthe laptop she received was different from that ordered.
When presented in court, accused Baldemor affirmed and confirmed
truthfulness of his Judicial Affidavit and identified his signature thereon. The
court then admitted Baldemor's Judicial Affidavit as his direct examination.^

On cross examination, Baldemor confirmed that at the pertinent time,
he had been Administrative Assistant for more than 3 years already. He
prepared the AIR,except for the handwritten portion. Baldemor confirmed his
signature therein and reiterated that the handwritten note was not present when
he prepared the report and signed it. He does not know who inserted the
handwritten note and does not recognize the handwriting. He first became
aware ofthe handwritten note after his boss directed him to examine the laptop

and there was already an AOM from COA.'^ ^
As part of the GSO, Baldemor was not automatically part of the
Inspection Committee. His boss, co-accused Ramie Salcedo, assigned him to
the Inspection Committee for all cases involving Iloilo Province. When he
signed the AIR, he confirmed that the computer was already with the end

user.^^^ It is usual practice for his office to turn over the procured item prior
to his signature. His basis for this procedure is that it is the end user's office
who prepares the voucher for payment process. Ifthe item is delivered to the
end-user and the Inspection Committee found discrepancy or defect in the

item,they will reject it even ifthe item is already with the end user.^^^
Baldemor's statement in his Judicial Affidavit,that the laptop delivered
and accepted had a higher specification than that ordered, was based is the
opinion of the MIS personnel, particularly, Mr. Piansay, Jr., who inspected
the laptop. Piansay, Jr issued a Certification showing he inspected the laptop
and found that it had a higher specification, but Baldemor does not have this

110

4 March 2020(Testimonies ofEdgar Piansay, Sr. and Danny Baldemor), pp. 13-15.
Id. at 16-17.

"2 Id. at 18.
Id. at 19.
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Certification. Later, the defense manifested that they could not find on the
record the alleged certification issued by Piansay

On redirect, Baldemor clarified that he is computer literate basically,
"but not technically" and he would not know specifications or other technical
description of a particular equipment or computer. His basis for signing the
AIR was that he saw the computer laptop and its brand name and that the end

user told him that it was okay and functioning well.^
Regarding the court's query, Baldemor explained that when he said he
opened the computer, he just opened it physically, but did not turn it on to see
the specifications. He also did not inspect the Manual, which would have
stated the specifications ofthe gadget. He was with the end user and Piansay
when he opened the laptop. He asked them ifit was okay-ifthey have already
tried to turn it on and if it was functioning /in good condition. He did not ask
them if the specifications were followed. The laptop was brand new.
Baldemor confirmed that it was not among his enumerated functions to
conduct inspection and he only did inspections because his boss, Salcedo,told

him he was to be part ofthe Inspection Team.^ He confirmed that he did not
make a comparison of the specifications between the laptop, which was
supposed to be delivered and that actually delivered
The only time Baldemor saw the laptop was on 8 February 2008, when
Salcedo directed him to check it. The laptop was actually purchased on 6
February 2008, as indicated in the Acceptance and Inspection Report. He

prepared this document after the laptop was already delivered.^ He claimed
that the Acceptance and Inspection Report should be prepared during delivery,
which they did, based on the Purchase Order.
When Baldemor signed the report, it means he inspected, verified and
found it okay as to quantity and specifications on 6 February 2008,on the first
week ofFebruaiy. However,in his Judicial Affidavit, Baldemor stated that it
was only on the second week ofFebruary(February 8-14), after he had signed
the report, that he asked the opinion of the Information Communication
Management Technology on the specifications. There was no occurrence
which prompted him to seek the opinion of the Information Communication
Management Technology. The laptop was already being used for a week by
the end user when it was examined by the Information Technology
Department. When the Information Communication Management
Technology stated that the laptop had a higher specification, he never asked
114 xsN,4 March 2020(Testimonies ofEdgar Piansay, Sr. and Danny Baldemor), p. 20.
"Md.at30.
Id. at 22.
Id. at 23-24.

"Md.at28.
Id. at 26.

'20 Id. at 27.
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what"higher specification" meant. He does not know about memory,access,
wireless connection or laptop capacity.
Baldemor was surprised to see the handwritten note on the Report so
he went to his boss, Salcedo, and asked why there was a handwritten notation.
But Salcedo also did not know, and despite being charged, he did not bother
to know who placed the notation.

Memoranda of the parties

In its Resolution dated 10 June 2020,^^^ the court noted that while the
parties were directed to file their Memoranda within thirty(30)days from the
last hearing ofthe case on 4 March 2020,the Supreme Court gave extensions
of30 calendar days counted from 1 June 2020 for the filing of pleadings and
other court submissions, which would have fallen due while the court was

under enhanced community quarantine. Accordingly, the court resolved that
with or without receipt of the parties' memoranda after the lapse of the said
period, the case shall be considered submitted for decision and the
promulgation ofjudgment shall be on 2 October 2020.

Memorandumfor the Prosecution

In its Memorandum, the prosecution avers that all the elements ofthe
crime of violation of Section 3(e)ofR.A. No. 3019 are present herein.
As to the first element, accused are public officers discharging
administrative,judicial, or official functions, as stipulated in the parties' Joint
Stipulation ofFacts and Issue.

Regarding the second element, accused Salcedo and Mejorada's
manifest partiality, evident bad faith or gross inexcusable negligence is shown
in their failure to conduct competitive bidding as the BAC chairperson and

member, respectively, in contravention of Section 10 of R.A. No. 9184.^^^
They did not exert efforts to attract competitive bidders and failed to provide
proofthat they posted notices or advertisement for the laptop's bidding.
Also, despite earlier notice from The Seven Seven Trading that it
cannot deliver the intended specification of the laptop, as shown in the
handwritten notation in the Bid Tender it submitted (Exhibit"AA"), accused
TSN,4 March 2020(Testimonies ofEdgar Piansay, Sr. and Danny Baldemor), pp. 29-34.
•22 Id. at 31-32.

'23 Record, Vol. Ill, p. 178.
'2''Id. at 203-219.

'23 SEC. ID. Competitive Bidding.- All Procurement shall be done through Competitive Bidding, except
as provided for in Article XVI ofthis Act.
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Salcedo and Mejorada, as BAC Chairman and BAG Member, respectively,
proceeded to award the contract to The Seven Seven Trading. The accused
cannot pass the blame on the BAC Secretariat or TWO because, as held by

the Supreme Court in Lagoc v. Malaga,^^^ "(O^ey cannot simply feign
ignorance of such non-compliance with a basic requirement because as
Chairman... and Member... ofthe BAC,they are responsible for the conduct
of pre-qualification, or eligibility screening, bidding, evaluation of bids, post
qualification, and recommending award of contract. As such, it is their duty
to ensure that the rules and regulations for the conduct of bidding for
government projects are faithfully observed."
The prosecution adds that accused Salcedo and Mejorada further
showed manifest partiality, evident bad faith and gross inexcusable
negligence when accused Salcedo signed and marked the delivery as
"complete" and accused Mejorada signed and "noted" the same in the AIR
without personally receiving the item. These acts allowed the payment to The
Seven-Seven Trading despite the fact that what was delivered was of a
different specification from what was indicated in the purchase order.
Contrary to Mejorada's claim that his signing ofthe Abstract ofBids and the
Acceptance and Inspection Report were merely ministerial, the Supreme

Court ill Lagoc^^^ found such excuse as flimsy and unacceptable and that the
affixing ofsignatures by the committee members are not mere ceremonial acts
but proofs of authenticity and marks of regularity.
As for accused Dr. Patricia Grace S. Trabado, Danny D.Baldemor and
Edgar P. Piansay, Sr., their manifest partiality, evident bad faith and gross
inexcusable negligence is likewise shown by their act of signing the AIR.
Accused Trabado and Baldemor signed and certified that they had inspected,
verified and found "ok" the delivered laptop as to quantity and specification,
when they never conducted inspection to the laptop prior to its transfer to the
end-user. Accused Trabado admitted in her Judicial Affidavit that she only
signed the AIR upon observing that her co-signatories Piansay and Baldemor
already signed the same. Trabado seemingly invokes the Arias doctrine, as
allegedly, she merely relied on her subordinates' signatures as a Department
Head. However, her reliance on Arias is misplaced because there exists in the
Acceptance and Inspection Report a circumstance, i.e., the handwritten
notation, which should have prodded her to examine the document further.
Also, as she claimed that she was not an IT expert, she should have also
consulted one instead ofjust negligently certifying the delivery as to quantity
and specification.

Similarly, Baldemor and Piansay, Sr. also admitted in their respective
Judicial Affidavits that they signed the AIR without personally inspecting the
same and merely relying on the statement ofRosarie T. San Luis that the unit
'26 738 Phil. 623-640(2014).
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is "good". They also ignored the handwritten note in the AIR, which should
have alerted them.

While all the accused denied the existence of the handwritten note at

the time they signed the AIR,they failed to provide proof thereof. However,
the prosecution argues that such denial is inherently weak and unreliable
because it is an easy and convenient excuse for the guilty. Moreover,the AIR
is a public document, which enjoys the presumption ofregularity that accused
was unable to overcome.

Anent the third element of the offense, the prosecution argues that
accused gave The Seven-Seven Trading unwarranted benefits, preference and
advantage, as showii by their various acts. Accused Salcedo and Mejorada,as
BAG Chairman and BAG Member respectively, neither conducted public
bidding nor exerted effort to attract competitive bidders. They also failed to
exercise due diligence in evaluating the records ofThe Seven-Seven Trading,
thereby awarding the project to it despite being a mere middleman, as found
out by the GOA Auditors.

All of the accused gave unwanted benefit, advantage or preference to
The Seven-Seven Trading when they all signed the AIR without personally
accepting and inspecting the laptop, thereby allowing The Seven-Seven
Trading to deliver a different specification from that specified in the Purchase
Order. Further,they allowed The Seven-Seven Trading to be paid P99,000.00
for a computer, which costs only P59,000.00.
The accused's collective acts show that they intended to favor The
Seven-Seven Trading in the procurement of the laptop and also prove the
conspiracy charge against them. Giting Quidet v. People, the prosecution
stresses that conspiracy can be inferred from and established by the acts ofthe
accused themselves, which point to a joint purpose and design, concerted
action and community ofinterests.

The acts of accused Salcedo and Mejorada in ignoring manifest
irregularities of The Seven-Seven Trading and their lack of effort to attract
competitive bidders showed their intention to favor The Seven-Seven
Trading. Furthermore, all of the accused signed the AIR without personally
accepting or personally inspecting the same and none of them raised any
objection thereto, showing all were privy to the intention to favor The SevenSeven Trading.

'28 632 Phil. 1-21(2010).
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Memorandumfor Accused Mejorada

In his Memorandum, accused Mejorada claims that the prosecution
has not established the present charge, which is clearly politically motivated.
He reiterates that not all the BAC members and not all the persons held
accountable by the COA were charged. On the other hand, the prosecution
gave no explanation for its decision to charge only the accused herein.
Accused Mejorada moreover argues that successful prosecution of a
violation of Section 3(e) of R.A. No. 3019 requires proof of damage to the
government. However, it has been shown that the purchase price for the
subject laptop has already been returned to the government, while the laptop
remains with the Iloilo Provincial Government. As the element of "undue

injury to any party, including the Government" is not present, not all of the
elements ofthe offense charged were proven by the prosecution.
Accused Mejorada also asserts that the there was no evidence of the
alleged conspiracy among the accused. Accused Mejorada and Salcedo could
not have proceeded with the procurement or decided on the bid proposal of
the supplier without the recommendation of all the BAC members so the rest
ofthe BAG members should have been indicted.

He adds that his act of signing the subject documents are part of his
functions he discharged in the performance of his official duties. Thus, he is
presumed to have acted in good faith, absent any evidence to the contrary.

Memorandumfor Accused Salcedo

In his Memorandum, accused Salcedo argues that the prosecution
failed to establish conspiracy among the accused. Citing the definition of

conspiracy in Article 8 ofthe RPC,^^^ accused Salcedo contends that there was
no evidence that accused deliberately met and agreed to commit the offense
charged. He adds that if the basis for the conspiracy allegation was the
accused's participation in the procurement process,then why were not all the
BAC members included in the charge? Citing Gomez v.
accused insists
that conspiracy must be clearly and convincingly proved.

Record, Vol. Ill, pp. 194-201.
"0 Id. at 233-248.

ARTICLE 8. Conspiracy and Proposal to Commit Felony. — Conspiracy and proposal to commit felony
are punishable only in the cases in which the law specially provides a penalty therefor.
A conspiracy exists when two or more persons come to an agreement concerning the commission
ofa felony and decide to commit it.
There is proposal when the person who has decided to commit a felony proposes its execution to
some other person or persons.

"2 220 Phil. 295-311 (1985).
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Accused Salcedo also claims that there was insufficient evidence

presented to overcome the constitutional presumption of innocence. While
accused Salcedo admits to the presence ofthe first element ofthe offense(as
he is an employee ofthe Iloilo Provincial Government), he avers that he was
not shown to have acted with manifest partiality, evident bad faith or gross
inexcusable negligence.

Accused Salcedo points out that the prosecution failed to present the
business registration or permit of The Seven Seven Trading to establish that
its merchandise was only limited to computer accessories. Neither was its
salesperson, whom COA auditors interviewed, presented in court to confirm
the allegation. At any rate, under Section 36 ofR.A. No.9184,a single bidder
participating in the bidding may still be considered for the award if, after
advertisement, only one prospective bidder submits a Letter of Intent and/or
applies for eligibility check and met the eligibility requirements or criteria.

Accused Salcedo insists that he accepted the delivery ofthe laptop only
on paper in his capacity as head ofthe GSO and not as BAG Chairperson. The
BAG'S functions ended after its recommendation to award the contract to the

winning bidder was approved by the Head of the Procuring Entity, as
mandated by Section 37 ofthe Implementing Rules and Regulations ofR.A.
No. 9184.

Accused Salcedo asserts that The Seven Seven Trading performed its
obligation under the contract on 6 February 2008 by physically delivering the
laptop to the end user, Iloilo Provincial Health Office, through Rosalie San
Luis. Salcedo accepted the xmit in paper to enter the new equipement in the
list of the Province's properties. However, it was accused Baldemor and
Piansay who were entrusted to inspect and verify the delivery and prepare the
form to document it. Accused Salcedo claims that he trusted these people to
do their jobs, so it was not necessary for him to personally inspect the item
before signing the acceptance.

Accused Salcedo also emphasizes that upon learning that there was
something irregular about Seven Seven's delivery, he informed the governor
and conducted an investigation. Accused Salcedo alleges that through his
efforts, the purchase price of the laptop was refunded to the provincial
government. Notwithstanding that GOA accordingly closed the matter, a case
was filed against them almost three years threafler. He points out that these
actions he took negate the allegation of manifest partiality, evident bad faith
or gross inexcusable negligence.
Anent the third element of the offense, accused Salcedo avers that the

prosecution was unable to adduce direct evidence that Salcedo and any
representative of The Seven Seven Trading made arrangements to deliver an
item different from that purchased. Also, diere was no evidence presented to

V
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show that the item delivered was actually of a quality inferior to that which
was ordered. Moreover, The Seven Seven Trading was made to refimd the
purchase price ofthe delivered laptop, so there was likewise no injury to the
provincial government resulting jfrom the transaction. In fact, the item
delivered was a newer model and the item subject of the purchase order was
already obsolete.

Memorandumfor Accused Trabado

In her Memorandum, accused Trabado begins by asserting that she
is not part of the BAC of the Provincial Government of Iloilo. Hence, she
claims that the first element ofthe offense is not present as to her because she
is not a key official in the procurement ofthe subject laptop and her signature
in the AIR is a mere surplusage, considering that she did not have a hand in
the procurement process. She points out that the Ombudsman's finding of
probable cause against her was based on the erroneous presumption that she
is a member of BAC, its Secretariat or its TWO. However, the evidence
clearly shows otherwise. She is merely the Head ofthe requesting agency and
ofthe end user.

She denies having conspired with her co-accused in committing the
offense charged. She signed the AIR because she observed that the other
signatories have signed the AIR and she saw the brand ACER on the laptop.
She relied on their expertise and assurance that the item delivered was found
okay as to quantity and specifications. She reiterates that she did not see any

handwritten notation on the AIR. Citing Arias v. Sandiganbayan,^^^ accused
Trabado argues that as head of office, it was not her duty to inspect each
delivery ofequipment to her office and that there are persons with that specific
flmction and she should not be held liable for reasonably relying on them for
these tasks.

Finally, accused Trabado stresses because the nominal complainant in
the case was not presented, the prosecution was unable to establish its case.

Memorandumfor Accused Piansay and Baldemor

Both accused Piansay and Baldemor failed to submit their respective
Memoranda within the period allowed by the court.

'33 Record, Vol. Ill, pp. 221-230.
'3'' 259 Phil. 794-820(1989).
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Issues

As stipulated by the parties, the following are the issues to be resolved
by the Court:
1. Whether the accused are guilty of violating Section 3(e) of
R.A.No.3019; and

2. Whether the accused conspired with each other in committing
the said offense.

Our Ruling

Accused are charged with violation of Section 3(e) ofRepublic Act No.
3019, which provides:
Section 3. Corrupt practices ofpublic officers. - In addition to acts
or omissions of public officers already penalized by existing law, the
following shall constitute corrupt practices of any public officer and are
hereby declared to be imlawful:
xxxx

(e) Causing any undue injury to any party, including the
Government, or giving any private party any unwarranted benefit,
advantage or preference in the discharge of his official
administrative or judicial functions through manifest partiality,
evident bad faith or gross inexcusable negligence. This provision
shall apply to officers,and employees of offices or government
corporations charged with the grant oflicenses or permits or other
concessions.

The elements constituting the charge under Section(e)ofR.A. No.3019
are as follows:

(a) that the accused must be a public officer discharging
administrative, judicial, or official functions (or a private
individual acting in conspiracy with such public officers);
(b)that he acted with manifest partiality, evident bad faith, or
inexcusable negligence; and

(c) that his action caused any undue injury to any party,
including the government, or gave any private party
unwarranted benefits, advantage, or preference in the
discharge of his functions.

Fuerites v. People, 808 Phil. 586-600(2017).
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A. On thefirst element

The first element ofthe charge for violation of Section 3(e)ofR.A. No.
3019 is that the accused is a public officer discharging administrative,judicial
or official functions or a private individual acting in conspiracy with such
public officers.

We
note
that
the
parties
have
earlier
stipulated
that at the time material to the instant case, they were holding their respective
positions as employees of the provincial government of Iloilo. Accordingly,
we find that the first element ofthe crime is present.

B. On the second element

The second element ofthe crime is that the accused acted with manifest

partiality, evident bad faith, or gross inexcusable negligence in committing
the crime charged.
The Information cites two instances in the process of acquiring the
subject laptop, which allegedly displayed accused's manifest partiality,
evident bad faith or gross inexcusable negligence - recommending the
procurement of the laptop from The Seven Seven Trading, notwithstanding
that it was a mere middleman and accepting the laptop delivered, though it
was different from that purchased.

The prosecution successfully showed that
accused Mejorada and Salcedo displayed
manifestpartiality, evident badfaith or gross
inexcusable negligence when, as part ofthe
BAC, they considered The Seven Seven
Tradingas the lone and winning bidder in the
laptop procurement, notwithstanding that the
latter was merely a middleman.
First, the prosecution avers that the accused acted with manifest
partiality, evident bad faith, or gross inexcusable negligence when they
considered The Seven Seven Trading as the lone bidder in the purchase ofthe
subject item.

It is fairly evident that only the members of the BAC can be charged
with this act because the bidding process is under the authority of the BAC
under Section 12 ofR.A. No. 9184:

/
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SEC 12. Functions ofthe BAC.-The BAC shall have the following

functions: advertise and/or post the invitation to bid, conduct nreprocurement and pre-bid conferences, determine the eligibility of
prospective bidders, receive bids, conduct the evaluation of bids, undertake
post-qualification proceedings, recommend award of contracts to the Head
ofthe Procuring Entity or his dulv authorized representative:Provided,That
in the event fiie Head of the Procuring Entity shall disapprove such
recommendation,such disapproval shall be based only on valid, reasonable
and justifiable grounds to be expressed in writing, copy furnished the BAC;
recommend the imposition of sanctions in accordance with Article XXIII,

and perform such other related functions as may be necessary,including the
creation of a Technical Working Group fi*om a pool oftechnical, financial
and/or legal experts to assist in the procurement process.
In proper cases, the BAC shall also recommend to the Head of the

Procuring Entity the use ofAlternative Methods ofProcurement as provided
for in Article XVI hereof.

The BAC shall be responsible for ensuring that the Procuring Entitv

abides bv the standards set forth bv this Act and the IRR.and it shall prepare
a procurement monitoring report that shall be approved and submitted by
the Head of the Procuring Entity to the GPPB on a semestral basis. The
contents and coverage of this report shall be provided in the IRR.
{Underscoring supplied.)

Accordingly, this particular matter can only be attributed to accused

Salcedo and Mejorada, who were part of the BAC as its Chairperson and
Member,respectively, and reasonably excludes the rest ofthe accused.
We note accused Mejorada and Salcedo's grievance that not all ofthe
BAC members were named in the complaint. This fact, however, does not
affect the case against accused for the reason that the Office of the

Ombudsman has the sole discretion in determining who to prosecute. In

Vergara v. Ombudsman^^^ the Supreme Court is instructive in this wise:
Jurisprudence explains that the Office ofthe Ombudsman is vested

with the sole power to investigate and prosecute, motu proprio or on .
complaint of any person, any act or omission of any public officer or
employee,office, or agency when such act or omission appears to be illegal,
unjust,improper,or inefficient. The Ombudsman's power to investigate and
to prosecute is plenary and unqueilified.
The Ombudsman has the discretion to determine whether a criminal

case, given its attendant facts and circumstances, should be filed or not.
The Ombudsman may dismiss the complaint should the Ombudsman find

the complaint insufficient in form or substance, or the Ombudsman may
proceed with the investigation if, in the Ombudsman's view, the complaint
is in due form and substance. Hence, the filing or non-filing of the
136

600 Phil. 26-49(2009).
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information is

primarily lodged

within the "full discretion" of

the Ombudsman.

This Court has consistently adopted a policy of non-interference in
the exercise of the Ombudsinan's constitutionally" mandated powers.
The Ombudsman,which is "beholden to no one,acts as the champion ofthe
people and the preserver ofthe integrity ofthe public service".

In order to determine whether accused Salcedo and Mejorada indeed
acted with manifest partiality, evident bad faith, or gross inexcusable
negligence when they considered The Seven Seven Trading as the lone bidder
in the purchase ofthe subject item, the Court looks to the provisions of R.A.
No.9184 and its implementing rules.
Accused Salcedo and Mejorada contend that in accordance with
Section 36 of R.A. No. 9184, they accepted the bid of The Seven Seven
Trading for recommendation, notwithstanding that it was the lone bidder
because the latter met the eligibility requirements or criteria and the bid it
submitted was found to be responsive to the bidding requirements.

Specifically, Section 36 of R.A. No. 9184 provides the following
conditions when a lone bidder's bid may be accepted by the BAG for
recommendation:

SEC. 36. Single Calculated/Rated and Responsive Bid Submission.
^ -A single calculated/rated and responsive bid shall be considered for award
if it falls under any ofthe following circumstances:
(a) If after advertisement, onlv one prospective bidder
submits a Letter of Intent and/or applies for eligibilitv check, and
meets the eligibility requirements or criteria, after which it

submits a bid, which is found to be respoijsive to the bidding
requirements;

(b) If after the advertisement, more than one prospective
bidder applies for eligibility check, but only one bidder meets the
eligibility requirements or criteria, after which it submits a bid
which is found to be responsive to the bidding requirements; or
(c)If after the eligibility check, more than one bidder meets
the eligibility requirements, but only one bidder submits a bid, and
its bid is found to be responsive to the bidding requirements.

In all instances, the Procuring Entity shall ensure that the ABC
reflects the most advantageous prevailing price for the Government.
{Underscoring and emphasis, supplied.)

On the other hand, the prosecution counters that The Seven Seven
Trading did not meet the eligibility requirements or criteria to be able to bid

for the province's laptop requirement because The Seven Seven Trading is
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not a legitimate supplier oflaptops,but a mere middleman. Hence,there being
no eligible prospective bidder, the BAG should have declared a failure of
bidding and conducted a re-bidding, in accordance with Section 35 of the
Implementing Rules ofR.A. No.9184:
Section 35. Failure ofBidding.
35.1. The BAG shall declare the bidding a failure and conduct a re-bidding

with re-advertisement and/or posting, as provided for in Section 21 of
the Act and this IRR-A, after a re-evaluation of the terms, conditions and
specifications ofthe first bidding, when:

a)No prospective bidder submits an LOI or no bids are received;
b)All prospective bidders are declared ineligible:

c^All bids fail to complv with all the bid requirements or fail postqualification. or, in the case ofconsulting services, there is no successful
negotiation; or

d)The bidder with the Lowest Calculated Responsive Bid/Highest Rated
Responsive Bid refuses, without justifiable cause to accept the award of
contract, and no award is made in accordance with Section 40 of

the Act and this IRR-A.(Underscoring supplied.)

We agree with the prosecution's objection to a middleman being
awarded a project in a public bidding. Indeed, a middleman is not among
the bidders contemplated by the procurement law. The definition ofthe term
"bid" in R.A. No. 9184 clearly indicates that bidders in competitive public
bidding are to consist of suppliers, manufacturers, distributors, contractors or
consultants. Thus:

SEC. 5. Definition of Terms. - For purposes of this Act, the
following terms or words and phrases shall mean or be understood as
follows:

XXX

(d)Bid-refers to a signed offer or proposal submitted bv a supplier,
manufacturer, distributor, contractor or consultant in response to the
Bidding Documents.(Underscoring supplied.)

In accordance therewith, the "Terms & Conditions" in the Invitation to

Apply for Eligibility and To Bid in this case states, firstly, that "1. (a)ll
bidders/suppliers at the time of the bid, should have the available
stocks/supplies."

The COA also recognizes that that the government policy is to procure
goods only from suppliers, manufacturers, or distributors, and not to mere

Record, Vol. Ill, p. 216.
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middlemen, pursuant to the goal of obtaining the best quality of goods at the
most economical cost. Thus, in Item 3.1a2 of COA Circular No. 85-55-A

dated September 8,1985 {Amended Rules and Regulations on the Prevention
ofIrregular, Unnecessary, Excessive or Extravagant Expenditures or Uses of
Funds and Property)^ COA considers the "(p)urchase of items from jobbers
or middlemen in violation ofa government policy to acquire the same directly
from reputable manufacturers or their duly licensed distributions" and, thus,
is an irregular expenditure. Accordingly, in the present case, the COA issued
a Notice ofDisallowance with respect to the subject procurement on the same
ground.
We also agree with the prosecution that the evidence on record shows
that The Seven Seven Trading is not a supplier of laptops, but only a
middleman.

While accused Mejorada and Salcedo both claim that The Seven Seven
Trading is a supplier of computers, we find more credible the COA auditing
team's testimony that The Seven Seven Trading neither had computers or
laptops on display nor had been offering them for sale. The team's findings
were based both upon their phone inquiry and inspection ofThe Seven Seven
Trading's premises, coupled with photographs taken thereof. We further note
the testimony of COA's Atty. Janagap that one ofthe things that alerted him
to the irregularity herein was the common knowledge in Iloilo City that The
Seven Seven Trading is a general merchandise store that does not offer
computers for sale. Moreover, in its letter to accused Salcedo, The Seven
Seven Trading itself confirmed that it was not a computer supplier when it

admitted in its letter addressed to accused Salcedo that its "supplier" was
Electroworld.

Considering that there was also a post qualification stage in the
procurement process to weed out unqualified bidders(in addition to the initial
eligibility check),it is hard to understand how the BAC could have missed the
fact that The Seven Seven Trading is not a manufacturer, distributor or
supplier of computers as to be eligible to bid for the subject laptop's
procurement.

The Seven Seven Trading's characterization as a mere middleman in
the laptop sale was further confirmed when COA found out that Electroworld,
which was The Seven Seven Trading's supplier of the "ACER TRAVEL
MATE 6292-301616" it sold to the provincial government for P99,000.00,
was selling the same model to the public (at an accessible location in a very
popular mall)for only P59,900.00.

Supra.
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Surprisingly, accused Mejorada admitted that, being a resident ofIloilo
for around 20 years, he knew of other computer shops or stores selling

computers in Iloilo City, but he does not recall having sent any particular
invitations to these shops to participate in the procurement of the laptops
Indeed, accused has failed to show that the BAG has exerted effort to attract

legitimate, competitive bidders.

Notably,too,such blatant overpricing occurred despite the participation
in the BAG by the GSO,accused Salcedo.It does not escape the court's notice

that the GSO was precisely required to be represented in ^e BAG ofLGUs^"*^
because it is among the GSO's duties to "collate and disseminate information
regarding prices, shipping and other costs of supplies and other items

commonly used by the government unit."^'^^ As such,it would have been very
well within accused Salcedo's expertise to know the general price range (or
at least to have the means to verify the price) ofthe item being procured.
Accused Salcedo contends that the following actions he took negate the
allegation of manifest partiality, evident bad faith or gross inexcusable
negligence: informing the governor of the discrepancy and conducting an
investigation thereon, and having the laptop price refunded by The Seven
Seven Trading.
We disagree.

Salcedo's act of"informing" the Governor about the discrepancy and
investigating the same was admittedly made only after the issue was being
openly discussed by the media in Iloilo. Hence, it cannot be attributed to his
good faith, but rather as part of damage control. As for his supposed efforts to
'39 TSN,2 September 2019, p. 14.

'''® Section 11.2.2. Local Government Units. The BAG shall be composed ofone(1)representative each from
the regular offices under the Office of the Local Chief Executive such as, but not limited to the following:
Office ofthe Administrator,Budget Office, Legal Office, Engineering Office, General Services Offices. The
end user office shall always be represented in the BAG. The Chairman ofthe BAG shall be at least a third

ranking permanent official ofthe procuring entity. The members of the BAG shall be personnel occupying
plantilla positions ofthe procuring entity concerned.

The local chief executive shall designate the members of the BAG. The members shall elect among
themselves who shall act as the Chairman and Vice-Chairman.

(Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR) Part A, hereinafter called "IRR-A", IRR of RA 9184,
[September 23, 2003])

SECTION.490. Qualifications, Powers and Duties. -(a) xxx
(b)The general services officer shall take charge ofthe office on general services and shall:

;

(l)xxx
xxx

(3)In addition to the foregoing duties and functions, the general services officer shall:
(i)xxx
xxx

(vi) Collate and disseminate information regarding prices, shipping and other costs of supplies and other
items commonly used by the local government unit;
xxx

%
*
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have The Seven Seven Trading refund the price ofthe laptop, the gesture lost
its efficacy as a hallmark of good faith with the very belated manner of its
accomplishment. The inspection and delivery was made in February 2008.
Meanwhile,the Notice ofDisallowance was issued in December 2008 and the

Notice of Finality thereof was issued in December 2009. On the other hand,
the refund was made only in October 2011.

As for accused Mejorada's insistence on the application of the
presumption of regularity in the performance of official duties in this case,
suffice it to stress that:

"(T)he presumption that official duty has been regularly performed
is among the disputable presumptions. 'It is settled that a disputable
presumption is a species of evidence that may be accepted and acted on
where there is no other evidence to uphold the contention for which it
stands, or one which may be overcome by other evidence. One such
disputable/rebuttable presumption is that an official act or duty has been
regularly performed.. Such,presumption ofregularity ofofficial acts may
be rebutted by affirmative evidence of irregularity or failure to perform a

duty."^42

Considering the preceding discussion palpably showing the irregularity
in the procurement process herein, such invocation of a disputable
presumption fails to persuade the court.
Clearly, accused Salcedo and Mejorada, who were part of the BAC,
acted with manifest partiality, evident bad faith, or gross inexcusable
negligence when they considered The Seven Seven Trading as the lone bidder
and recommended its bid for approval to the governor.

The prosecution failed to sufficiently
demonstrate that the accused's signing of
the AIR constituted manifest partiality,
evident bad faith or gross inexcusable
negligence.

Second, the prosecution additionally claims that accused Mejorada,
Salcedo, Trabado,Piansay and Baldemor showed manifest partiality, evident
bad faith, or gross inexcusable negligence when they signed the AIR to attest
that the item delivered was OK as to quantity and specifications,
notwithstanding that the item delivered was(1)unit ofAcer Travelmate 6292101G16MI costing only P59,900.00, while the item purchased was a laptop
specified as an Acer Aspire 5920G-3-2G16N in the amount ofP99,000.00,to
wit:
142

Datumanongv. Malaga, 810 Phil. 88-105(2017).
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In order to appreciate how significant or insignificant the signing ofthe
AIR is in the case at bar, we trace back the source ofthe specifications ofthe
subject laptop indicated therein.
We note that the Purchase Request dated 21 November 2007 (Exhibit
"C") specifically described the laptop for procurement as "Acer Aspire
5920G-302G16N." However,the pertinent Invitation to Apply for Eligibility
and To Bid (Exhibit "SS") simply described the item to be procured as
"Laptop Computer," without any further elaboration,save for the ceiling price
of P99,000. Thus, theoretically, the BAG could consider any offer to sell a
"laptop computer" of whatever brand costing no more than P99,000.
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On the other hand. The Seven Seven Trading's Bid Tender (Exhibit
"AA") indicates in the "Item/Article Description/Specification" column the
description of"Laptop computer," with additional typewritten description in
the same column specifying it to be "Acer Aspire 5920g-302gl6n."
Nevertheless, it also made a handwritten entry in the column for "Brand
Name" that what it was offering was an "ACER TRAVEL MATE 6292301616." This handwritten entry was admittedly seen and considered by
accused Salcedo. Notwithstanding this, the BAG still declared The Seven
Seven Trading as the winning bidder.
For some reason, the Purchase Order dated 19 December 2007^^^
indicated that the laptop to be purchased was an "Acer Aspire 5920g302gl6n," echoing the details in the earlier Purchase Request,rather than the
model specified in The Seven Seven Trading's winning Bid Tender.
Contrary to the Purchase Order but consistent with its bid, the Seven

Seven Trading's Charge Sales Invoice dated 6 February 2008^"*^ described the
laptop computer delivered as an "Acer Travelmate 6292-101616MI."

Thereafter, in the AIR dated 6 February 2008, it appears that someone
tried to make the details in it reflect what was actually delivered by placing
right across the typewritten description of "Acer aspire 5920g-302gl6n" a
handwritten notation of"Acer Travel Mate 6292-101G16MI" among others.
If accused are to be believed, none ofthem made this handwritten notation or

saw it at the time they signed the AIR.

Finally, it appears that by 4 March 2008, when the Acknowledgement
Receipt for Equipment (Exhibit X") was signed by accused Salcedo as
transferor and accused Trabado as transferee,the laptop delivered had already
been acknowledged to be "Acer Travel Mate Model No.6292-101G16MI."
Clearly, the evidence on record reflects that from the start of the
bidding. The Seven Seven Trading has consistently offered to sell to the
provincial government an "ACER TRAVEL MATE 6292-301616" for the

ceiling price of P99,000.00.''^^ Unfortunately, shoddy documentation led the
LGU to believe that The Seven Seven Trading was offering, and it was buying
from it, an ACER Aspire 5920G-302G16N for the same price ofP99,000.00
(which is the model and estimated price ofthe desired laptop indicated by the
end-user in the PR).

143

4 March 2020(Testimonies of Ramie Salcedo and Patricia Grace Trabado), p. 23
The PR(Exhibit"I") was received by the Office ofthe Governor on 28 December 2007 and by The Seven

Seven Trading in January 2008.
Exhibit"F."

The ceiling price of P99,000 indicated in the Invitation to Bid was evidently taken from the Purchase
Request which had estimated the Acer Aspire 5920G-302G1616N to cost P99,000.00.
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Nonetheless, there is no evidence presented to show that the laptop
model delivered (Acer Travelmate) was inferior in quality to that purchased
(Acer Aspire) by the LGU. On the other hand, there is evidence on record
indicating that the laptop delivered was at par, if not superior, to the model
supposedly ordered by the LGU because ofthe former's portability.
In other words, the fact that the LGU purchased a particular laptop
model yet accepted another substantially similar laptop model of the same
brand is NOT at the heart of the violation complained of. What made the
transaction appalling was that, being a middleman. The Seven Seven Trading
sold a particular laptop to the LGU for P99,000.00, when the same laptop
model was being sold to the public for only P59,900.00 by Electroworld,
which was admittedly The Seven Seven Trading's laptop supplier.
Clearly then, the crux of the violation is that the BAG, which counts
accused Mejorada and Salcedo as its Member and Chairperson respectively,
still considered The Seven Seven Trading as the lone and winning bidder to
supply the laptop despite the latter's ineligibility. For all intents and purposes.
The Seven Seven Trading had already received this unwarranted benefit,
preference or advantage from the BAG by the time the laptop was delivered
to the LGU. Accordingly, the signing of the AIR by the accused cannot be
given as much significance in the scheme ofthings as the prosecution avers.
Regarding accused Trabado, we find merit in her contention that
inspecting a laptop delivery to her department was not among her duties as
the Provincial Health Officer 11 under Section 478 of the Local Government

Code.^"*^
SECTION.478. Qualifications, Powers and Duties. -(a)xxx

b)The health officer shall take charge ofthe office on health and shall:
(1)Take charge ofthe office on health services, supervise the personnel and staff of said office, formulate

program implementation guidelines and rules and regulations for the operation of the said office for the
approval ofthe governor or mayor, as the case may be, in order to assist him in the efficient, effective and

economical implementation ofa health services program geared to implementation ofhealth-related projects
and activities;

(2)Formulate measures for the consideration ofthe sanggunian and provide technical assistance and support
to the governor or mayor,as the case may be,in carrying out activities to ensure the delivery ofbasic services
and provision of adequate facilities relative to health services provided under Section 17 ofthis Code;
(3) Develop plans and strategies and upon approval thereof by the governor or mayor as the case may be,
implement the same, particularly those which have to do with health programs and projects which the
governor or mayor,is empowered to implement and which the sanggunian is empowered to provide for under
this Code;

(4)In addition to the foregoing duties and functions, the health officer shall:

(i)Formulate and implement policies, plans, programs and projects to promote the health ofthe people in the
local government unit concerned;
(ii) Advise the governor or mayor, as the case may be, and the sanggunian on matters pertaining to health;
(iii) Execute and enforce all laws, ordinances and regulations relating to public health;
(iv)Recommend to the sanggunian,through the local health board,the passage ofsuch ordinances as he may
deem necessary for the preservation of public health;
(v)Recommend the prosecution ofany violation ofsanitary laws, ordinances or regulations;
(vi) Direct the sanitary inspection of all business establishments selling food items or providing
accommodations such as hotels, motels, lodging houses, pension houses,and the like, in accordance with the
Sanitation Code;

'r
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We find satisfactory accused Trabado's explanation that she signed the
AIR only as Chief of Office ofthe end-user ofthe item procured after it was
signed by accused Baldemor (the provincial government's inspector) and
accused Piansay (the Provincial Health Office's Supply Officer), who both
attested that the delivered laptop was inspected and verified to be okay as to
quantity and specifications. Accused Trabado also signed the AIR only after
her subordinate, San Luis (who requested the laptop in the first place and
signed as "End-user Representative") assured her that she personally
inspected and verified on quantity and specifications ofthe delivery.
Considering accused Trabado's testimony that the AIR was a clean
computer output, with no handwritten notation at the time she signed it, there
was nothing in the document or in the circumstances surrounding its delivery
that could have reasonably alerted her to any irregularity in the transaction.

In line with the ruling in Arias v. Sandiganbayan,^^^ accused Trabado,
as head of office, may not be held liable for reasonably relying on the persons
under her who were tasked with inspecting the delivery to her office.
As for accused Piansay, who was then an Administrative Officer III/
Supply Officer II of the Iloilo Provincial Government assigned to the
Provincial Health Office, he signed the AIR as "Property Officer." The court

notes his testimony that before he signed the AIR, he inspected the laptop
delivered to the Provincial Health Office by letting the end user(i.e., San Luis)
open the laptop, and then inspecting the laptop's name himself. As Piansay is
not computer literate, he also sought the opinion of their information
technology department personnel, who confirmed that the laptop was okay.
Accused Piansay's inability to personally verify the technical
specifications ofthe laptop was not surprising because such kind ofcomputer

literacy was not required of his job.^'^^ Admitting that he is ill equipped to
confirm the laptop's technical specifications, accused Piansay cannot be
faulted for reasonably relying on the opinion of the LGU's information

(vii) Conduct health information campaigns and render health intelligence services;
(viii) Coordinate with other government agencies and non-governmental organizations involved in the
promotion and delivery ofhealth services; and

(ix)In the case ofthe provincial health officer,exercise general supervision over health officers ofcomponent
cities and municipalities; and
(5)Be in the frontline of health services delivery, particularly during and in the aftermath of man-made and
natural disasters and calamities; and

(c)Exercise such other powers and perform such other duties and functions as may be prescribed by law or
ordinance.

Supra at note 134.

Accused Piansay's duties as indicated in his Position Description Form (Exhibit *'2-Piansay") are as
follows: prepare Inventory ofexisting supplies and materials, perform price canvassing, process in soliciting
prices and bids on needed supplies, and control through a system of single recording of office supplies and
tasks concerned with receipts, storage issue and replenishment ofsupplies.
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technology department personnel and the end user, both of whom found the
laptop acceptable.
Anent accused Baldemor, who was then Administrative Assistant III of

the General Services Office ofthe ProvinceofIloilo at the time ofthe incident,
we note that he signed the AIR as "Inspection Officer/Committee" based on
the laptop's brand name he saw and that the end user's declaration that it was

okay and functioning well. Considering that he was not knowledgeable about
the specifications or other technical descriptions of a particular equipment or
computer, he similarly sought the opinion oftheir IT personnel and relied on
the latter's approval of the laptop delivered after considering the
specifications indicated.
Like accused Piansay, we find that accused Baldemor's job

description'^® does not require him to have the kind of knowledge necessary
to check the technical specifications of a laptop. Hence, the court holds that
he reasonably relied on the opinion ofthe LGU's IT personnel in ascertaining
whether the laptop delivered met the specifications ofthe PO.

C. On the third element

The third element ofthe offense is that the accused's action caused any
undue injury to any party,including the government,or gave any private party
unwarranted benefits, advantage, or preference in the discharge of his
fimctions.

There are two(2)ways by which a public official violates Section 3(e)
ofR.A. No.3019 in the performance of his functions, namely:(a)by causing
undue injury to any party, including the Government; or (b) by giving any
private party any unwarranted benefits, advantage or preference. The accused
may be charged \xndQv either mode or under both. The use ofthe disjunctive
term "or" connotes that either act qualifies as a violation of Section 3(e) of
R.A. No. 3019.'^'

In the present case, the prosecution particularly alleges in the
Information that the accused gave "unwarranted benefits, preference and
undue advantage to The Seven Seven Trading when they considered it as a

lone bidder in the purchase of a specified laptop computer unit Acer Aspire
Accused Baldemor's duties and responsibilities as stated in his Position Description Form (Exhibit "2Baldemor") were as follows:(1)performs storekeeping work, keeps custody and control ofstocks, receives,
packs, stores, inspects and issues office supplies,(2) maintains stocks cards of all supplies and materials,
receives and updates stock records ofthe incoming and outgoing ofthe same,(3)performs periodic inventory
of existing supplies and materials and makes the necessary report, and (4) does other miscellaneous office
work relative to storekeeping and performs other hmctions that the chief of office may assign from time to
time.

Posadas v. Sandiganbayan, 714 Phil. 248-299(2013).
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5920G-3-2G16N in the amount ofP99,000.00 but inspected and accepted one
(1) unit of ACER Travelmate 6292-101G16MI, with specifications different
from those indicated in the purchase request and costing only P59,900.00, in
violation ofRA 9184..."

Clearly,the prosecution elected to allege and prove that accused actions
gave The Seven Seven Trading unwarranted benefit, advantage or preference
in the discharge oftheir functions. Proving this is sufficient to satisfy the third
element of the offense, without need to further prove "undue injury to any
party, including the government."

Hence, we are not convinced with accused Salcedo's argument that
there was no evidence presented to show that the item delivered was actually
ofa quality inferior to that which was ordered, as well as accused Mejorada's
claim that the government incurred no damage because The Seven Seven
Trading refunded the purchase price ofthe delivered laptop.

On the other hand. We find that the prosecution has successfully shown
that accused Mejorada and Salcedo have, in the performance of their
respective duties, given The Seven Seven Trading unwarranted benefit,
advantage or preference in the provincial government's acquisition of the
subject laptop.
The Supreme Court defines "unwarranted" as lacking adequate or
official support; unjustified; unauthorized; or withoutjustification or adequate
reasons. "Advantage" means a more favorable or improved position or
condition; benefit or gain of any kind; benefit from course of action.
"Preference" signifies priority or higher evaluation or desirability; choice or
estimation above another.

As discussed in a preceding section, accused Mejorada and Salcedo, as
part of the BAG, declared The Seven Seven Trading as sole bidder in the
public bidding for the purchase ofthe subject laptop,notwithstanding that the
latter was a mere middleman, and not a manufacturer, distributor or supplier
of computers as required by R.A. No.9184.

Considering that The Seven Seven Trading was not eligible to bid for
the subject laptop, BAG should have declared a failure of bidding in
accordance with the proper procurement procedure and then conducted a rebidding, exerting effort to invite legitimate computer distributors/suppliers in
the city, which accused Mejorada admittedly could not remember inviting to
participate in the procurement for the said equipment.
In addition, despite being the head of the GSO (tasked to collate and
disseminate information regarding prices, shipping and other costs ofsupplies
Cabrera v. Sandiganbayan, 484 Phil. 350-366(2004).

1
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and other items commonly used by the government unit), and having the
means to verify the price range ofthe subject laptop, accused Salcedo allowed
the BAC to recommend acceptance ofThe Seven Seven Trading's offer to sell
to the LGU for the ceiling price of P99,000.00 a laptop computer which its
supplier, Electroworld, was selling to the public at a popular mall for only
P59,900.00.

D. On the alleged conspiracy among the accused

We find that the prosecution was also able to present sufficient evidence
to show conspiracy among accused Mejorada and Salcedo to give
unwarranted benefit, advantage or preference to The Seven Seven Trading in
its sale ofthe subject laptop to the LGU.
Contrary to accused Salcedo's reasoning, it was not necessary for the
prosecution to show direct evidence that accused and any representative of
The Seven Seven Trading made arrangements to deliver an item different
from that purchased.
To establish conspiracy, direct proof of an agreement concerning the
commission ofa felony and the decision to commit it is not necessary. It may
be inferred from the acts ofthe accused before, during or after the commission
of the crime which, when taken together, would be enough to reveal a
community of criminal design, as the proof of conspiracy is perhaps most
frequently made by evidence of a chain of circumstances. Once established,
all the conspirators are criminally liable as co-principals regardless of the
degree of participation of each of them, for in contemplation of the law, the
act ofone is the act ofall.'^^

Conspiracy is present when one concurs with the criminal design of
another, indicated by the performance of an overt act leading to the crime
committed.It may be deduced from the mode and manner in which the offense

was perpetrated.'
In the present case, badges of conspiracy are evident in the manner by
which accused Mejorada and Salcedo have worked together, as part ofBAC,
to allow The Seven Seven Trading to sell the subject laptop to the LGU despite
its ineligibility.

The common design to give The Seven Seven Trading unwarranted
benefit, advantage or preference is clear when accused Mejorada and Salcedo,
as part of the BAC, declared it eligible to supply a laptop to the provincial

government despite the fact that it was a mere middleman, thereby allowing
Domingo v. Sandiganbayan,510 Phil. 691-708(2005).
People V. Macaranas y Fernandez, 811 Phil. 610-626(2017).
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The Seven Seven Trading to sell to the LGU for P99,000.00 a laptop which
costs only P59,900.00 in the mall.
In sum, the prosecution was able to proffer sufficient evidence
establishing the guilt of accused Mejorada and Salcedo, beyond reasonable
doubt in committing the offense under Section 3(e)of R.A. No. 3019.

Applicable Penalty

Section 9(a)ofR.A. No.3019^^^ provides that violation ofSection 3(e)
thereof is punishable with imprisonment for a minimum of six years(6)and
one (1) month and a maximum of fifteen (15) years. On the other hand.
Section 13 ofthe same law^^^ decrees that if convicted by final judgment,the
guilty public officer shall lose all retirement or gratuity benefits under any
law.

R.A. No. 3019 is a special law. Under Section 1 of the Indeterminate
Sentence Law or Act No. 4103, as amended by Act No. 4225, if the offense
is punished by a special law, the court shall sentence the accused to an
indeterminate sentence, the maximum term of which shall not exceed the

maximum fixed by said law and the minimum shall not be less than the
minimum term prescribed by the same.

, Thus, the court sentences accused Mejorada and Salcedo with
imprisonment for a minimum period of six years and one month and a
maximum period ofeight years. As provided by law,the accessory penalties
of perpetual disqualification from public office are likewise imposed.

WHEREFORE, premises considered, judgment is hereby rendered
finding accused MANUEL P. MEJORADA and RAMIE SILLA

SALCEDO,GUILTY hQyond reasonable doubt of violating Section 3(e)of
R.A. No.3019 and are hereby sentenced each to imprisonment for a minimum
SECTION 9. Penalties for violations. —(a) Any public officer or private person committing any ofthe

unlawful acts or omissions enumerated in Sections 3, 4, 5 and 6 of this Act shall be punished with
imprisonment for not less than six years and one month noir more than fifteen years, perpetual disqualification
fi-om public office, and confiscation or forfeiture in favor of the Government of any prohibited interest and
unexplained wealth manifestly out of proportion to his salary and other lawful income.

Any complaining party at whose complaint the criminal prosecution was initiated shall, in case of
conviction of the accused, be entitled to recover in the criminal action with priority over the forfeiture in
favor ofthe Government, the amount of money or the thing he may have given to the accused, or the value
ofsuch thing.

SECTION 13. Suspension and loss of benefits. — Any public officer against whom any criminal
prosecution under a valid information under this Act or under the provisions ofthe Revised Penal Code on

bribery is pending in court, shall be suspended fi-om office. Should he be convicted by final judgment, he
shall lose all retirement or gratuity benefits under any law, but if he is acquitted, he shall be entitled to
reinstatement and to the salaries and benefits which he failed to receive during suspension, unless in the
meantime administrative proceedings have been filed against him.
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ofsix (6) years and one(1) month and a maximum of eight(8) years, with
perpetual disqualification from public office.
On the other hand,finding that the prosecution has not proven their guilt
beyond reasonable doubt, accused PATRICIA GRACE S. TRABADO,
EDGAR PAGHARI-ON PIANSAY, SR., and DANNY DEOCAMPO

BALDEMOR are hereby ACQUITTED ofthe charge ofviolating Section 3
(e)of R.A. No.3019. Accordingly,the cash bond posted by accused Trabado
to secure her provisional liberty is ordered CANCELLED and RELEASED

subject to the usual accounting and auditing procedures. The surety bonds
posted by accused Piansay and Baldemor, also to secure their provisional
liberty are hereby CANCELLED.

SO ORDERED.

ZAybY V.prESPESES
Associate Justice

WE CONCUR:

9^

MA.THERESA DQ^ORE
DQQ^ORES C. GOMEZ-ESTOESTA
Associate Justice, Chairperson

GEORGINA Dl HIDALGO
Associatle Justice
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